The Entrust IdentityGuard software authentication platform enables organizations to protect user identities from complex malware and advanced threats while reducing business complexity, risk and cost. Entrust IdentityGuard can be used to authenticate a variety of identities – from privileged-access users to external users, applications or even machines and mobile devices. The Entrust IdentityGuard system administrators or end-users can quickly and easily self-recover or provision entirely new authenticators without deploying new software or modifying backend applications. The Entrust IdentityGuard framework – which manages identities for mobile, cloud and physical/logical access – regularly evolves to empower customers to embrace new identity-based security measures. This helps organizations better manage new threats and more easily embrace technology trends, such as mobile devices or biometrics, as authenticators.

With a breadth of capabilities that span physical and logical access, as well as mobile and cloud, Entrust IdentityGuard empowers customers to effortlessly implement controls and policies to address today’s problems on a platform that will grow with them as needs evolve. Entrust IdentityGuard gives customers a working framework that protects identities wherever the identity is being used – for example, gaining physical access at the door to a building, a floor or a restricted area; logging in to the corporate network from a desktop or mobile device; accessing cloud applications with a strong corporate digital identity; integrating with IAM and legacy applications; empowering users with self-servicing applications; protecting mobile devices with a strong digital identity; using mobile devices as strong digital identities; and performing transaction verification on a mobile device via a secure out-of-band channel.
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